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“Legislation on solvent emissions in flexographic industry
explained for the flexo: Directive 2010/75/EU”

The Directive 2010/75/EU of 24 November 2010 is in force on the industrial emissions.
The Flexographic industry is mentioned as Activity 3 in the table on page 334/80 of the
Directive as one of 20 activities.
Link to the Directive 2010/75/EU in all EU languages:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32010L0075

The threshold is 15 ton solvent in the emission per year. This means that if a factory
emits more than 15 ton of solvents per year the company needs to meet the emission
restrictions in the directive. For the flexographic industry it is set that between 15 and
25 ton the fugitive emissions is allowed to be 25% of the total solvent input. Above 25
ton the fugitive emission is allowed to be 20%.
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When is the company in compliance with the legislation?
The company can choose between “a” or “b” following Article 59:
OR:
 a Comply to the emission limits as seen in the table on page 334/80 (see below
insert) which is 100 mgC/Nm3 in the air emission of the factory plus the fugitive
emissions
OR:
 b Comply to the rules of the reduction scheme as set out in Part 5 of Annex VII
Note: Most of the time the option “b” gives the companies a better/lower
cost option to comply with the legislation.
One is not better for the environment than the other. In “b” the company is allowed to
emit as much solvents as in “a”. The calculation is just different. In “b” you can
calculate with the real fugitive emissions. In “a” the company is allowed to emit 20%,
while normally a flexo company has fugitive emissions of about 2,5%.
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The “Reduction Scheme” as part of option “b”
See page 334/85: in the Reduction Scheme a “target emission” is calculated. When the
actual emission is lower than the target emission the company is in compliance with
the solvent emission directive.
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Examples
Let us give you a simple example: when you would like a more specific calculation
based on the calculation method described on page 334/85 we need more details from
your solvent management plan. You can find the requirements for the solvent
management plan on page 344/86 of the same directive in part 7 of the annex VII.
Every company has to make yearly a solvent management plan according to the same
directive.
The total mass of solids in the quantity of coating and/or ink, varnish or adhesive
consumed in a year is determined. Solids are all materials in coatings, inks, varnishes
and adhesives that become solid once the water or the volatile organic compounds are
evaporated.
Important: also the solids in waterbased inks and laminates should be taken
into account. It is even possible to count the solids that comes into the
factory with pre-printed white film.
Basically it comes down to the following:
the amount of solids in ton/year equals the allowable (or target) solvent
emission

Calculation
Say the company has the following characteristics:



Yearly consumption of solvent based inks: 100 ton (e.g. 50% solvents & 50%
solids);
Yearly consumption of water based varnish:
50 ton (e.g. 50% water &
50% solids;
Yearly solvents used for dilution, retardant etc: 200 ton.







Total amount of solids: 50 + 25 = 75 ton/year
Total amount of solvents: 50+200 = 250 ton
Allowable/Target emission = Total solids in the factory
Allowable/Target emission = 75 ton/year
Necessary removal of solvents = 175 ton/year (or 70%)




And why is option “b” sometimes better in the flexo industry?
RTO’s (also called incinerators) can easily reach < 100 mgC/Nm3. Why go through “all
the trouble” of going to option “b” with the reduction plan?
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Here is why:
For the flexo there are more options that can be used for the solvent emissions.
Everybody knows that RTO’s have the following disadvantages:
1. When the solvent concentration in the factory air emission is low (a lot of)
additional fuel is necessary to keep the incinerator burning.
a. This cost a lot of money
b. It is not sustainable to burn fosil fuels for the treatment of solvents in
2020
2. When the solvent concentration is high the use of fosil fuels is lower of course
a. Why burn the solvents when they can be reused. Destroying the
solvents is not sustainable in 2020.
b. Still the costs of an incinerator is high, why not install a technology that
is reducing your carbon footprint and saves the flexo company money?

Pure infinity: the green solution
1. VOCUS:
a. Lower solvent emissions 25-100 ton/year
b. Biological process  very very low running costs
c. Green and proven technology
2. BONCUS:
a. Solvent recovery by converting into green energy
b. By utilizing the energy the BONCUS gives a return on the investment
c. Imagine to run the factory on energy recovered from the waste air
emission
d. Full green image due to sustainable technology
e. Make money by not-destroying valuable raw materials (no-waste)

Pure Infinity can assist on all of the above. Please contact us for more information.
W: www.pureinfinity.nl
T: +31650622288
E: info@pureinfinity.nl
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